
The New Earth at The Year 2023 
Part 5 

The Universal Time Shift that occurred between the 3rd and 4th of August was 
the biggest time shift so far, at least that I am aware of in modern times. But the 
time has shifted many times before, and if we go back a bit to the years 1943, 
1947, 1952, 1961, 1963, 1965, 1970, 1981, 1984, 1993, 1998 and 2001, they all 
had smaller time changes occurring in their timeline and time energies. 
The bigger ones, like the one now, do not occur that often. The ones that I can 
remember as big, giving Earth big changes were 1975, 1991, 2011, and the one 
now, on the 3rd and 4th of August 2023. In general, in the 20th century and 
forward, there have not been many small or really big time shifts, 2011 was just 
a medium-big shift. But, I think this one will be the biggest before the Big Shift 
to The New Earth. 

These forms of Universal Time Shifts occur to adjust Earth and us to a New 
Timeline. That form of a New Timeline makes the time energies smoother and 
more flexible before a bigger Universal Shift begins. The smoother and more 
flexible time energies can — at this moment, before The Big Shift — create 
Time Loops, so-called “Time Pockets". These Time Pockets usually reach out 
from and deviate from any regular and normal, “flat” Timeline. Now, with The 
New Timeline already installed, everything will be easier and quicker.  

Time Pockets are always "used" at all the Big Planetary Shifts occurring 
everywhere in the Universe. All the species living in the Universe have their 
own spiritual growth process towards enlightenment, and also their planets have 
their own growth process and upgrading towards perfection and a planetary 
form of total enlightenment of everything. So then, in these processes, Time 
Pockets are many times needed to adjust things that were not finished or solved 
before the Shift occurred. Things we, or them out there, did not have time 
enough to do. We might have wanted to visit some special places before, 
meeting with someone, or taking an education, or fix small or big important 
things... all of that can be done in Time Pockets. A Time Pocket is not a new 
option, branch or line of time. It is attached to the regular normal Timeline for 
you and Earth. 
Inside of a Time Pocket you follow the shape of it, the size decides how much 
time you have, but you can always Ieave whenever you feel like it. Inside, the 
world around you will almost seem, feel and look the same as the world you left 
on your normal Timeline. When done you always have to exit the Time Pocket 
and go back and enter the normal Timeline again. On that Timeline, just a few 
seconds have passed, but you might remember months or even years of fantastic 



and extraordinary experiences, all of that may be needed for you before going to 
a new place or planet. So, after we here on Earth maybe use one Time Pocket or 
more before our Big Shift, we will go back and enter our New Timeline for 
Earth, before moving over to The New Earth. 
We can get help to, or even learn to, create our own Time Pockets. These Time 
Pockets can continue for a shorter or longer time, it will be as long as you need 
it to be, from minutes to years. 
From any normal Timeline in the Universe the Time Pockets "hang down” like 
drops. A small "gap" on the Timeline was needed to create each Time Pocket. 
The gap needed is just one or a few seconds long or wide on the Timeline. 
Normally the gap is not noticeable on the Timeline or its entire history of time. 
As said, the normal Time Pockets "hang down", but there are also more angelic 
ones that “Stand up”, also drop-shaped, from the Timeline, all depending on 
where the Shift occurs in the Universe. Sometimes, however, angels help with a 
planet’s Big Planetary Shift and they then help within specially made Time 
Pockets. 
Our New Timeline is still a little bit unsettled but it will become better and better 
for us from now on.  

Big Hugs from Channie   


